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Collecting Crystal Faces
Part 1 - Introduction & Isometric System

Presented by John Vanko

 We collect minerals for many reasons - color, 
shape, location, among others.  Minerals of different 
and beautiful colors are highly desirable - malachite, 

azurite, cobaltian 
calcite - all exquisite 
colors.  Minerals of 
different shapes, like 
barite roses, pyrolu-
site dendrites, and 
natrolite needles, are 
wonderful additions 
to any collection.  I 
have a special place in 
my heart for mineral 

of Maryland - my examples are not fancy, they won’t 
be found in the collections of super sophisticated 
collectors, but they are special to me.

 As you become more educated in our mineral col-
lecting, you may find 
that crystal faces are 
the reason for your 
fascination with crys-
tals.  There are six crys-
tal systems (or seven if 
you split the Hexago-
nal System into two), 
and each has its own 
set of crystal faces.  You can collect examples of these 

Fluorite showing cube faces

A cube of bixbyite with minor 
trapezohedral faces.

crystal faces.  The September presentation will be an 
introduction to collecting crystal faces.
 
 We’ll start with 
the Isometric Sys-
tem.  That’s the 
proper name.  We 
often call it the Cubic 
System.  That’s okay.  
Either one works.  

 The September 
meeting will take place 
on September 27th at the Natural History Society of 
Maryland.  The meeting will be hosted by Mike Seeds.

Analcite showing the trapezohedron.

New “Members Only” Web Page
by Carolyn Weinberger

 We’ve added a new feature to our BMS website – a 
Members Only section.  We current-
ly have the updated BMS roster on 
the page, and will add field trip and 
social information - like directions 
and locations for our annual holiday 
party and picnic as they come up.  We could also list 
member sales of minerals and associated items.

 Members received the password to access this page 
via e-mail, but if you’ve forgotten it, please send me an 
e-mail and I’ll send it to you.



The BMS was established in order to al-
low its members the opportunity to pro-
mote the study of mineralogy and to act 
as a source of information and inspiration 
for the mineral collector.  We are mem-
bers of the Eastern Federation of Miner-
alogical Societies and affiliated with the 
American Federation of Mineralogical 
Societies.

Meetings are held the 4th Wednesday of 
each month (except November,, Decem-
ber, June & August) at the Natural HIsto-
ry Society of Maryland beginning at 7:30 
p.m.    Visit the club website <www.balti-
moremineralsociety.com> for directions.

Yearly dues are $10 for individual mem-
bers and $15 for family memberships.  
Send payment along with your name, 
list of family members, if applicable, ad-
dress, phone and e-mail to:  BMS, PO 
Box 302; Glyndon, MD 21071-0302.

Officers:
President ..........................Jim Hooper
 <ijhooper  at  jhu.edu>

Vice President ..................... Al Pribula 
<apribula  at  towson.edu>

Secretary .......................... Jake Slagle
 <jake  at  marylandminerals.com> 

Treasurer  ............. Carolyn Weinberger
 <cscrystals2  at  gmail.com>

Directors:
   Bernie Emery Al Pribula
   Brad Grant Steve Weinberger
 
Conference Chair Mike Seeds

Editor ............................... Mike Seeds
 <mseeds  at  fandm.edu>

Write for “The Conglomerate”!
 Send news, announcements, com-
ments, observations, or articles to 
<mseeds at fandm.edu>. No e-mail?  
Hand in your submission at a meeting.

Non-commercial reprint 
permission granted to 

non-profit organizations
 unless otherwise noted.
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President’s Postings 
by Jim Hooper     

 Here we are half-way through September 
and hopefully having seen the last blast of se-
vere weather for the season I hope.  Did you 
get out this summer?  We’d love to hear about 
it and would probably jump up and down if you 
have pictures of any rock-mineral adventures 
you can share.  Please send such goodies to Mike Seeds, our benevolent 
editor. Let’s also send best wishes and congratulations to editor Mike 
who has moved to a new abode this summer. 

 Here’s an interesting ditty from my collection of mineral poetry 
found in my copy of ‘The Curious Lore of Precious Stones’ by George 
Frederick Kunz regarding Chrysolite as birthstone for September. 

     “A maid born when September leaves
      are rustling in the autumn breeze,

      A Chrysolite on brow should bind—
       ‘Twill cure diseases of the mind.

       If Chrysolite upon her brow is laid,
      Follies and dark delusions flee afraid.”

 I never knew it had such properties and don’t think I’d rely on it for 
such. Chrysolite also goes by the name Peridot and if you ‘Google’ Im-
ages for Chrysolite you will see some very beautiful images of this gem 
stone mineral that can often be found for sale at shows.  And speaking 
of shows you will find the Baltimore Gem Cutters Guild Gem and Mineral 
show held on the 23rd and 24th of this month at the Howard County Fair 
Grounds. This is a great local show at a great venue with not only the 
usual group of great vendors, but beautiful displays of marvelous handi-
work in lapidary, gem crafts, and metalsmithing by the Guild members. 
 
 And as far as I know at the moment we will be sharing some table 
space with the Chesapeake Gem and Mineral Society. It’s our opportu-
nity to alert visitors regarding The Baltimore Mineral Society, it’s attri-
butes, meetings, and membership. While we may not have a volunteer 
list to greet visitors at the table this year, I hope to have a ‘presence’ with 
our display board and information pamphlets available. 

 As always we look forward to any and all contributions you might 
like to post on your summer ‘rock-ventures’ in the newsletter and any 
thoughts, ditties, questions, and etc., regarding the Fall.  See you at the 
meeting, see you at the show!

      Jim
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Minutes From our Last Meeting
by Jake Slagle, Secretary

 Filling in for President Jim Hooper, who was out 
of town, Vice President Al Pribula  called the July 26th 

meeting to order at 7:40 
p.m. Minutes to the previ-
ous month’s meeting were 
unanimously approved.  
Treasurer Carolyn Wein-
berger announced that the 
Society was financially sol-
vent .

Unfinished business:  
 Carolyn Weinberger 
announced  confirmaation 
that the Desautels  Micro-
mount Symposium would 

be held Octocber 13-15, once again at Friends School 
on North  Charles Street.  No contract has yet been 
signed, and she is  not yet aware of the cost. 

New Business:  None

Announcements:   Carolyn Weinberger , speaking for 
the Society, thanked  Al Pribula and Linda Watts for 
hosting the Society’s June picnic. 

Mineral of the Month:  This month it was dioptase.  
 Al Pribula and Steve Weinberger each had a di-
versity of thumbnail specimens to show.

 Following the short break, a DVD from the 
2012 Rochester Mineralogical Symposium entitled 
“What’s New in Minerals” by renowned mineral pho-
tographer Jeff Scovil. 

 The meeting adjourned at approximately 9 p.m. 

     Submitted by,
     Jake Slagle, Secretary

 

Building the Future of Mineral Collecting
From Micro-Scope, No. 103, September 2017

photos by Jill Godfrey
 
 Did you know that Lego is laying off workers because chil-
dren are playing computer games rather than building Lego 
rocket ships? Nevertheless, some people are setting a good 
example and working for the future of mineral collecting as a 
rewarding hobby. Jocelyn Thornton, Editor of the newsletter 
Micro-Scope, reports on some activities in New Zealand.
 
 Jill Godfrey and the juniors at the Mineral Club of 
Hutt Valley and Wellington. NZ have been busy.

 “School holidays don't stop us in our tracks – and 
so our clubrooms were busy with plenty of GeoKids 
on Sunday 9 July, all keen to master the microscopes 
and relish the tiny delights that they reveal. 

 A chunk of rock soon became much smaller as the 
rock-breaker was mastered – most GeoKids taking 
the time to position their rocks for that ideal break-
ing point before heading back to the microscope to 
investigate the sparkly treasures that are hidden in 
the tiny cracks and holes. Lots to learn, lots to look at 
and lots to take home. Whether exploring their own 
material or the giveaways, our GeoKids equally en-
joyed using the loupes and the microscopes.”

At the clubrooms of 
the Mineral Club of 
Hutt Valley and Wel-
lington, NZ.
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BMS Presents 
The Desautels Micromount Symposium 

October 13-15, 2017

 The 61st Paul Desautels Symposium will include 
giveaway tables, a silent auction, a voice auction, 
micromount dealers, the Hall of Fame inductions 
of Henry  “Bumpi” Barwwod and Betsy Martin, and 
three talks. 

 Saturday afternoon, Betsy will speak on “Then 
and Now at the Morefield Mine.” Betsy has been a 
long standing micromounter, teacher, and a great 
enthusiast for the Morefield Mine. 

 Saturday evening, Adam Barwood, Bumpi’s 
son, will speak on “Curiosity, Life and Times of Dr. 
Henry Barwood.” Bumpi Barwood was a geologist, 
a teacher, an indefagitable collector, and a master 
photographer. A special presentation  of some of 
his photos will be given on Friday eveing with more 
shown by Adam on Saturday. 

 On Sunday morning Michael Pabst will speak on 
“British Minerals: Close-up Photos From the Natu-
ral History Museum in London.” 

 The fee for the weekend, including Saturday 
lunch is $30 in advance, $35 at the door.  Registra-
tion materials are available from Carolyn Wein-
berger or from the BMS website: www.baltimo-
remineralsociety.org/uploads/1/6/6/3/16636366/
desautels_17_registration.pdf

Field Trip Ideas

 Spring is when our thoughts turn 
to rock collecting. If you are interested 
in collecting trips, contact  Field Trip Co-
ordinator Bob Eberle (410-661-8436) 
with ideas and suggestions for collecting 
sites. Do you know someone at a quarry 
or a property owner of a good location? 
Give your suggestions to Bob  and let 
him know that you are anxious to dig.

Mineral of the Month
by Steve Weinberger

 Now that fall is approaching and most of the 
mineral shows have already taken place, it might be 
just the time to show off some of the acquisitions we 
have made during the year. There are two more local 
shows - one this weekend and one in November; but 
most important is our own Conference the second 
weekend in October. This is a chance to pick up not 
just micromounts, but other “regular” minerals from 
auctions, giveaways, dealers, and by trading.

    Whether obtained by self-collecting, silver pick-
ing, trading, e-bay purchases or other means—why 
not bring in one or two of your favorite minerals from 
among your recent acquisitions to the meeting and 
tell us about them. Why are they your favorites? Are 
they rare? Aesthetic? A fantastic bargain? Unusual? 

    Take a minute or two telling all of us about those 
very special pieces and perhaps giving us some insight 
into how we might acquire interesting material, too.

Wulfenite (21 cm tall)
Jianshan Mine, 

Ruoqiang Co., Xinjiang
Autonomous Region, China

Azurite and Malachite
Bisbee, Warren District

Cochise Co. AZ
Collection of Les Presmyk

Are these perhaps your 
favorite new 
acquisitions?
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 Now that we’re nearing the end of this series, I want 
to discuss two of the most familiar minerals which can 
occur in a wide variety of colors.  As with beryl, tourma-
line, and corundum, both of these materials have been 
widely used as gemstones, so the origins of their colors 
have been very well-studied, but they have also been the 
subject of many different types of treatments to change 
and/or enhance their colors.  The focus of this and the 
following installment will be on the colors of quartz and 
other minerals of the silica group.  The members of this 
group go by a wide variety of names; an article in Ameri-
can Mineralogist magazine (vol. 12, p. 383 (1927); avail-
able at www.minsocam/msa/collectors_corner/arc/sili-
canom.htm) lists over 400 names for silica varieties (both 
pure and impure), but, since it’s 90 years old, I’m sure that 
there are hundreds more which have been coined since 
then.  The Mindat quartz page lists about 100 names 
which are used for quartz alone.

 Quartz is one of the most common and familiar of 
all minerals (it’s estimated that it makes up 12% of the 
earth’s crust), found in thousands of localities worldwide, 
including most beaches (it is the principal component of 
most beach sand).  Chemically, it is silicon dioxide (SiO2, 
often called silica), and is frequently found in colorless 
crystals, often of very large size.  (Crystals weighing in 
excess of 40 tons and measuring more than 6 metres in 
length have been found.)  Its crystals are typically “hex-
agonal” prisms (since it’s in the trigonal system, they’re 
not truly hexagonal) terminated by rhombohedra, and 
are often doubly terminated.  (Gemmy doubly-termi-
nated crystals are often referred to as “diamonds,” as in 
“Herkimer diamonds”, “Pecos diamonds,” “Maramosh 
diamonds,” “ocean diamonds,” etc.)  These are “low” 
or a-quartz, stable at ordinary conditions.  Sometimes, 
true hexagonal crystals are found which lack the prism 
faces (or show only very small ones) and show only the 
rhombohedron faces (mimicking the shape of a hex-
agonal bipyramid).  These are called quartzoids, and 
are pseudomorphs (well, technically paramorphs) of 
the “low” form after the “high” or b form, which is only 
stable above  574°C.  It can be found in other habits, in-
cluding tapering, sceptered, and twisted crystals, and 
as twinned crystals as well.  Other polymorphs of SiO2 

exist (cristobalite, tridymite, and others), but these are 
outside the scope of this discussion.  It also occurs in 
amorphous and cryptocrystalline (consisting of masses 
of microscopic crystals) varieties, and these will be the 
focus of the next article in the series.

 Due to the very strong bonds between the 
atoms, in a pure quartz sample, it takes a large amount 
of energy to cause an electron to move from orbital to 
orbital or atom to atom.  This energy corresponds to 
light well into the ultraviolet range, meaning that visible 
light can’t be absorbed and that the material will be 
transparent and colorless.  Such samples are called rock 
crystal, mountain crystal (“bergkristall” in German), or 
sometimes just “crystal.”  This name derives from the 
Greek word crustallos (meaning “icy cold,” because it 
was originally thought to be ice that had frozen so hard 
that it can’t be melted).  It has been used for thousands 
of years to produce vases, bowls, plates, and many 
types of ornamental objects.  As we’ve seen before with 
other minerals, impurities, surface coatings, inclusions, 
and structural defects can produce color in otherwise 
colorless materials.  The play of colors in “iris quartz,” and 
the iridescence of the artificially-produced “aqua aura” 
and “titanium rainbow quartz” were discussed in Part 
IV of the series.  Here’s a brief explanation for the most 
common colors seen naturally when this mineral is found 
in its macrocrystalline forms.

 Milky quartz is white and opaque due to 
inclusions which contain liquid water or carbon dioxide.  
White quartz is sometimes marketed under the name 
azeztulite.  (As usual, marketing something under an 
exotic-sounding name is a ploy to sell ordinary material 
at extraordinary prices.)  Blue quartz usually owes its 
color to inclusions of antigorite, crocidolite, dumortierte, 
ilmenite, or magnesioriebeckite, but this can also be 
caused by scattering of light by included crystals of rutile 
or another mineral.

 Smoky quartz (also called cairngorm stone 
(named for a mountain range in Scotland), “Scotch 

Color in Minerals – Part XV:  Crystalline Quartz Varieties
by Al Pribula

continued on page 6

http://www.minsocam/msa/collectors_corner/arc/silicanom.htm
http://www.minsocam/msa/collectors_corner/arc/silicanom.htm
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reflecting the ancient belief that consuming alcoholic 
beverages from a vessel made of this material, or 
even wearing an amethyst amulet, would prevent 
drunkenness.  (Alas, it doesn’t.)  It has been used as an 
ornamental stone from antiquity.  The “fishermen’s ring” 
of authority for the Roman Catholic Pope is adorned with 
this stone.  Originally, the color was thought to be due to 
manganese, but later work has shown that this color is 
formed when some of the silicon “ions” are replaced by 
Fe3+ ions and the sample is exposed to gamma radiation 
(again, either natural or artificial).  This oxidizes the Fe3+ 
to Fe4+ and induces an O  ̄color center to form, producing 
the observed color.  (“Sun-colored” or “desert amethyst” 
glass is a similar color for a similar reason, except that 
the color center is produced by ultraviolet radiation in 
sunlight.)  If the crystal is twinned (as many quartz crystals 
are), the color often appears in triangular segments under 
one set of rhombohedron faces, but not the other.  Like 
most color centers, this one can be destroyed by heating 
the sample.  This removes the purple color, leaving only 
the yellow-orange color of citrine.  The vast majority of 
“citrine” samples that you see at mineral shows are heat-
treated amethyst.  A spectacular example of a quartz 
specimen which was divided, and then each segment 
treated in a different way to alter the color, can be found 
at the Mindat “amethyst” page.  Some treatments can 
cause the Fe3+ to be reduced to Fe2+, which produces 
its typical green color, yielding “greened amethyst.”  
Transparent natural green quartz (called vermarine or 
prasiolite) occurs in Brazil and California and its color 
is due to Fe2+, but the color of most green quartz is the 
result of inclusions such as those mentioned below.

 When quartz has a pink color, it is usually referred 
to as rose quartz.  This material was discussed in article in 
the Conglomerate in January, 2016 by John Vanko.  This 
is an unusual case, in that opinion seems to be leaning 
towards referring to massive, cloudy samples as rose quartz 
and ones showing distinct crystals as pink quartz.  As John 
mentioned in his article, the color in rose quartz seems to 
be due to inclusions of a dumortierite-like mineral (but not 
dumortierite itself, since that mineral is blue).  There is also 
some evidence that this color may be due to d-d transitions 
in Ti3+ or Ti4+ when it substitutes for the Si.  The color of pink 

Color in Minerals
continued from page 5

topaz,” “Spanish topaz” (also used for citrine; see below), 
“Smoky topaz,” or “Saxon topaz” in the jewelry trade) is 
formed when aluminum ions substitute for some of the 
silicon “ions.”  This by itself doesn’t cause any coloration, 
but, when such quartz is exposed to gamma rays (either 
from natural radioactive atoms nearby or artificially), the 
familiar brownish color is produced, due to an O  ̄color 
center adjacent to the Al3+.  As is typical of color centers, 
the color lightens when the sample is heated and is 
intensified with artificial irradiation.  When the color is so 
dark that it is essentially black, it is called morion.

 Citrine owes its yellow-orange color to the 
presence of Fe3+ ions in the lattice, substituting for 
silicon “ions.”  This is the color typically produced by d-d 
transitions in Fe3+, but there is additional coloration from 
O  Fe3+ charge transfer and color centers involving Al3+ if 
that ion is present.  Naturally-colored citrine is fairly rare; 
most samples labeled as “citrine” are actually amethyst 
samples which have been heat-treated (see below).  
When the color after heating is a deep reddish-yellow, 
it is sometimes called “Rio Grande topaz.”  In the gem 
trade, citrine is often called by other misleading names 
(surprise, surprise) such as Palmyra topaz, Madeira topaz, 
jeweler’s topaz, golden topaz, Brazilian topaz, Spanish 
topaz (do you get the idea that they’d like you to believe 
that quartz gemstones are topaz?), and others as well.  
When a sample is lacking in the orange component to the 
color, it is sometimes called “lemon quartz.”  Interestingly, 
the yellow-orange “citrine” sections of the “ametrine” 
from Bolivia are colored by a different mechanism.  In 
that case, the color is the result of inclusions of some 
iron-containing oxide/hydroxide (goethite, hematite, 
limonite, etc.).  Since the coloring mechanism is different 
from that of the material which is usually called citrine, 
some interesting discussions have been posted on 
Mindat as to what constitutes “real” citrine.  Opaque 
yellow/orange/red quartz colored by inclusions of iron 
oxides/hydroxides is called eisenkiesel.  Artificial coatings 
of red-orange iron oxides/hydroxides on colorless quartz 
produce what is marketed as “tangerine quartz.”

 Amethyst is purple quartz. The name derives 
from the Latin amethystos, meaning “not drunken,” 
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quartz is apparently the result of a color center involving 
the substitution of an aluminum atom and a phosphorus 
atom for two silicon atoms in the quartz structure.  The 
color of rose quartz is stable to heat, but that of pink quartz 
fades on heating, and can be restored by irradiation of the 
sample—supporting the contention that a color center is 
the cause of the color in pink quartz.

 Since  quartz is generally one of the last miner-
als to crystallize during the solidification of magma, 
it is often found to contain inclusions of a previous-
ly-formed mineral.  Over 40 different minerals have 
been documented as inclusions in quartz.  Often, the 
inclusions (which might be hematite, chlorite, ka-
olin, or another mineral) cover the faces of a quartz 
crystal of a previous growth generation, which was 
then overgrown with a later generation of quartz.  
This produces a “phantom” of the original crystal.  
Inclusions can give color to the normally colorless 
quartz.  Colors produced by inclusions include green 
from actinolite, celadonite, chlorite or hedenbergite; 
blue from aerinite, ajoite, crocidolite, dumortierite, 
gilaite, ilmenite, lazulite, magnesioriebeckite, papa-
goite, riebeckite, tourmaline, or trolleite; red from 
cinnabar, hematite, or lepidocrocite; and yellow 
from cacoxenite or sulfur.  So-called “sunset” quartz 
is colored by yellow-orange inclusions of various 
iron-containing materials.  Quartz which contains a 
large amount of included green actinolite needles, 
so that it is effectively opaque, is called prase quartz 
or simply prase.  Quartz containing platy or scale-like 
inclusions of mica or a similar material is referred to 
as aventurine.  Fibrous inclusions of tourmaline or 
rutile produce so-called sagenitic quartz (or sagen-
ite; also called “Venus’ hair stone,” “Cupid’s darts,”, 
and “flêches d’amour”).  If the fibrous inclusions are 
oriented at 60° angles to one another, then “star” 
gems can be cut from the material; if the fibers are 
parallel to one another, then “cat’s eye” stones can 
be cut.  Both of these cases were discussed in Part 
IV of the series.  Fibrous quartz pseudomorphous af-
ter blue crocidolite, when polished into cabochons, is 
called hawk’s-eye; if this material is colored yellow or 

brown by iron oxides/hydroxides, it is called tigereye.  
The blue color is due to Fe2+ and the yellow/brown is 
due to Fe3+; by appropriate treatment, the two colors 
can be interconverted.

 Quartz crystals were first grown synthetically in the 
1890’s, but large-scale production (mostly for the elec-
tronics/watch industry) began in 1947.  The technology 
has been largely developed in Russia, and crystals of 
very large size and good quality are readily available.  
These can be colored  blue by Co2+, red-brown by Co3+, 
pink from aluminum and phosphorus, followed by irra-
diation (confirming the coloration mechanism of “pink 
quartz” mentioned above), yellow by Fe3+, or green by 
Fe2+ (especially when some Be is added to the “mix,” 
favoring the substitution of Fe for Si).  The colored va-
rieties are sometimes used as faceting rough.  There 
are also numerous treatments which have been used to 
“improve” the color of quartz specimens.  An extensive 
list of quartz treatments and simulants can be found on 
the Mindat messageboard at www.mindat.org/forum.
php?read,62,369000,410660#msg-410660.  

 For further reading on quartz and its many 
varieties (both crystalline and cryptocrystalline), the 
book Quartz Family Minerals by H. C. Dake and co-
authors has a lot of good information (especially of 
the “lore” variety), but is somewhat out of date (it 
was published in 1938).  The books Quartz by Harold 
Dibble and Quartz and other Silica Minerals by Robert 
J. Lauf are more recent and have photos of some 
beautiful specimens (including a wide variety of crystal 
habits and colors), but have limited information of a 
scientific/technical nature.  ExtraLapis #57, edited by 
C. Weise, deals with quartz, and, while I have not seen 
that reference, my experience with other publications 
of that series would lead me to believe that it would 
be a useful reference.  Lots of information can be 
found on the web at www.quartzpage.de, and at the 
quartz page on the Mindat website.  

 In the next installment, I’ll present information 
on the causes of the colors of the cryptocrystalline and 
amorphous varieties of quartz.

Color in Minerals
continued from page 6

http://www.quartzpage.de
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Shoebox Adventures #70:  Real Gold!
photos and text by Mike Seeds

 People come to visit, and at some point I’m asked 
to show them some of my “little rocks.” We parade 
down stairs and I turn on the ‘scope lite, and then I get 
out acicular malachite on quartz.  Then I show them 
prehnite balls and some lovely cuprite octahedra fol-
lowed by a 2 mm snowflake of reticulated cerusite. I 
show them silvery rhenite, the only mineral known to 
contain rhenium – formed directly from the hot vapors 
of a Russian volcano. Impressive? They look and nod. 

 Finally I show them a 3 mm gold nugget. It’s just a lit-
tle lumpy potato in its micro box, but they are stunned. 
“That’s gold! That’s it. Son of a gun. That’s the real thing 
right there. Hey, kids come look at this. This is gold.” 

 Part of their fascination is the value of gold. The 
nugget is 3 mm across, and it is roughly a hemisphere, 
so you can calculate its volume, multiply by the density 
of gold, 19.3 g/cm3, to find its mass. Convert that to 

ounces and multiply by 
the price of gold today, 
$1339 USD per ounce, 
and you discover that 
the little nugget is worth 
about $6.40 USD.  That 
would almost buy lunch 
at McDonalds. Not bad 
for a little yellow lump. 
Perhaps they are right to 
be impressed, but, after 
all, it’s still just a lump.

 Sufficiently dosed with greed and avarice, they 
troop back upstairs leaving me to put things away 
and turn off the ‘scope light. I can stretch that to 15 
minutes or so and then I have to go upstairs too.

 The gold nugget seems a natural to top off the 
show. I’ve thought of showing them the gold nugget 
first on the chance that they might be satisfied and go 
back upstairs, but if they see the nugget first, they seem 
to hope for even greater thrills and expect to see more. 
But they want gold, They are disappointed by anything 
else. Radiating crystals of erionite and perfect crystals 

Gold nugget 3 mm in diameter. 
From Alaska

of neptuneite do not grab them.  So I end the show 
with gold because they know gold. They know gold 
comes in nuggets. Gold is real. 

 Yes, I know. I could show them crystalized gold, and 
sometimes I do. I happen to like crystalized gold per-

haps because the 
crystalline struc-
ture hints at the 
atomic bonds, 
weak though 
they may be in 
gold, that haunt 
the atomic world. 
Crystalized gold 
makes quantum 
mechanics vis-

ible in glittering points. But would they get it? Do they 
understand that gold forms in crystals, and that the 
nuggets the old sourdoughs panned from the streams 
are lumpy little potato shapes because streams have 
tumbled them – bumpity bump – down mountain sides 
and along stream bottoms? Some gold has worn away 
to become gold dust, and the rest, being soft, has been 
folded and pounded and molded into the shapeless 
lumps called nuggets. Maybe crystalized gold would 
not seem “official” to them. They want nuggets.

 And do they 
really deserve to 
see crystalized 
gold? Have they 
earned the right 
to that precious 
insight? I hope I 
am not like an an-
cient alchemist, 
holding back the 
deeper knowl-
edge from the 
unwashed and unlearned. Surely not. I would show 
them crystalline gold if they took the time to look 

Crystalized gold from the Sundrop Mine, 
Pershing County, NV.

Gold wire and ribbon with quartz from 
Idarado Mine, Near Telluride, CO.  

Specimen 4 mm.
 (Material from Hatfield Goudy)

continued on page 12
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 The brain has a remarkable ability to forget 
things. I’ve often thought that such an ability to be 
very useful for quite a number of reasons. One of 
those reasons is to clear out the clutter that accumu-
lates and in doing so makes room for new stuff. 

 So, what do you know? 

 What new information are you stuffing into the 
places where information has been forgotten? Are 
you filling the new-found storage in your head with 
good and useful information? 

 May I offer the following quote - “Human beings 
are perhaps never more frightening than when they 
are convinced beyond doubt that they are right”, by 
Laurens VanDerPost. Over the years I have heard many 
variations of those words such as,”It’s not what one 
knows,but what one doesn’t know - that’s the problem.” 
and “It’s not what one knows, it’s what one knows that 
isn’t so.” Please permit me to mention some examples 
of rockhound safety information that may be less often 
known: Oxalic acid - There is a common understanding 
that oxalic acid is relatively safe. Here are some facts 
-- compared to many acids oxalic is relatively weak.A n 
acid’s strength is measured by how readily hydrogen is 
given up in water - it’s Ka value. 

 Oxalic acid has a Ka of 0.0054 (primary) and 
0.0000523 (tertiary), so when compared with hydro-
chloric acid’s Ka of 1.0 or nitric’s Ka of 27.79 oxalic 
is comparatively weak. One large issue that is often 
omitted in the rockhound community is that there 
is no correlation between an acid’s strength and its 
toxicity. So while the rockhound community under-
stands that oxalic acid may be relatively weak, what 
is not well known is that, gram for gram, oxalic acid is 
highly toxic. Its toxic potential can be inhaled or read-
ily absorbed through the skin. Very strict safety mea-
sures must be followed to address oxalic’s toxicity. 

 Grindstone safety. I can’t tell you how many times 
I have seen lapidary workers standing or sitting in front 
of rapidly rotating grind stones while doing their work. 

 Each time I see such 
a body position chills run 
up and down my spine. O 
n e should not sit or stand 
directly in front of a grind-
stone while one is starting 
the machine or shutting it 
down. Nor is it wise to posi-
tion oneself in front of it while it is running. T h e reason 
is that grindstones have the potential to break apart. 

 Admittedly, the risk is small but never-the-less 
it exists. Equipment guards do mitigate some of the 
risk potential but, according to machine instructions, 
not all the risk. I have personally seen the evidence 
of a self-destructed grindstone and been in the shop 
when one was self-destructing. 
 
 Needless to say,a great deal of damage can be done 
by such an event. So, I highly recommend not standing 
in the path of anything that can injure oneself. Diamond 
and belted wheels are considerably less problematic. 

 Eye protective goggles are great - but there is more 
to the story. Have you ever noticed that when one is 
digging for minerals, hammering on big boulders,or do-
ing some extensive lapidary work that a good measure 
of dust accumulates on the in side of one’s goggles? I 
have noticed that effect quite often. Most goggles are 
ventilated to prevent fogging and that venting, in ad-
dition to some mysterious force, permits accumulation 
of dust on the inside surfaces of the goggles. Here’s the 
thing - we have protected our eyes with the goggles and 
those goggles have provided notice that there is a large 
amount of dust present which is most likely not being 
addressed by the wearing of a dust mask. In these, less 
than obvious instances,dust protection is advisable. 

 So now you know. When one is filling their head 
with new information please make sure safety issues 
are considered. Let’s put the new found memory 
space to its highest and best use. 

 Please be safe out there!

Safety Matters: What Do You Know?
by Ellery Borow, EFMLS Safety Chair.  From EFMLS News, September 2017
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2017 Symposium on Pennsylvania Mining and Mineralogy
from David Glick

Mineral Collecting Enthusiasts Meet and Learn
November 4-5, 2017

Franklin and Marshall College, Lancaster, PA
Please Register in Advance

 The Friends of Mineralogy – Pennsylvania Chapter 
will hold their 2017 Symposium and field trip on the 
first weekend in November.  Mineral collectors in atten-
dance on Saturday will meet in the Hackman Physical 
Sciences Building at Franklin & Marshall College, Lan-
caster, PA., to hear several talks by experts on minerals, 
geology and mining in Pennsylvania and beyond.  On 
Sunday, a field trip for those registered for the sympo-
sium will provide an opportunity for mineral collecting.

 The program planned for the symposium includes 
these presentations:
 •Stan Mertzman, PhD: Through the “Looking 
Glass”: Optical Mineralogy and Common Igneous 
and Metamorphic Minerals and Rocks.
 •Ron Sloto, PG:  The Dyer Diabase Quarries, 
Berks County, Pennsylvania
 •Bill Stephens, PG: Lapidary Grade Agate and 
Other Semi-Precious Gemstones from the Penn-MD 
Serpentine Quarry, Lancaster County, Pennsylvania
 •William Kochanov, PhD: The Occurrence of 
Smoky Quartz Crystals in Northeastern Pennsylvania
 •Kent Littlefield, PG: Friedensville Zinc Mines of 
Southern Lehigh County: Geology, Industrial History, 
and Environmental Impact

 All interested mineral collectors are invited to 
register and attend.  As usual, select mineral deal-
ers will be present, and there will be a silent auction, 
give-away table, refreshments, and plenty of oppor-
tunities for visiting with fellow enthusiasts.  Lunch 
is available at restaurants within walking distance.  
Please see the web site <www.rasloto.com/FM/>for 
details, updates, and the registration form.

 The mineral collecting field trip on Sunday, 9:00 
a.m. – noon, is planned for H&K Group’s Penn/MD Ma-
terials Quarry near Peach Bottom, PA, where a variety 

of minerals may be available.   Details will be given at 
the symposium.  The trip is open only to symposium 
registrants.  Safety equipment will be required.

Dates:  Saturday & Sunday, November 4-5, 2017
Location:  Saturday, Nov. 4:  Hackman Physical 
 Sciences Bld., F&M College, Lancaster, PA 
 Sunday, Nov. 5:  collecting trip, H&K Group’s Penn/
MD Materials Quarry, Peach Bottom, PA Registration:  
$25/person for non-members, $15/person for current 
FM-Pa members;  free for students with student ID.

 Please register in advance; a form is available on 
the web site.

 Professional Geologists: lecture attendance qual-
ifies for Professional Development Hours toward  li-
cense renewal.

Web Site: http://www.rasloto.com/FM/

Contact:  Joe Marchesani:
       e-mail:   Jmarch06@comcast.net           
 phone: 609-433-5129

A Rock Story
by Mike Seeds

 A mathematician, a physicist, and an astronomer 
went walking in Scotland, and the astronomer point-
ed to a big rock in the distance and said, “There must 
be a lot of black rocks in Scotland because there’s 
one over there.” 

 The physicist spoke up. “Well, we can at least say 
that there are some black rocks in Scotland because 
there’s one over there.”

 “No, no,” said the mathematician. “All you can 
say is that, “In Scotland, there is a rock which is black 
on at least one side.” 
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Notes from the Editor
from Mike Seeds

 
 Did you miss the story on inclusions in geodes? 
Actually, that didn’t get printed because no one 
wrote it and sent it in. That story on the collecting trip 
in the rain would have been fun, but no one sent in 
the information. You would really have enjoyed the 
story about discovering a mineral exhibit in a little 
museum in Texas, but no one sent in the pictures. 

 Finished articles are not necessary. Send in some 
information about the big quartz crystal you bought 
in a flea market or the snapshots you took of that 
rock shop in Boulder, and your trusty editor will put it 
all together so others can enjoy your adventures. 

 Send notes, info, articles, or snapshots to 
<mseeds @fandm.edu>

 Carolyn Weinberger, the BMS Web Master, re-
minds everyone to check the BMS website (www.
baltimoremineralsociety.org/) for information about 
upcoming meetings and activities and to submit pho-
tos and articles for inclusion on the web site.

 Members are always welcome to submit an-
nouncements and photos of minerals, field trips, 
mineral shows, etc for inclusion in the web page. 
Send your contributions to <baltimoremineral@
gmail.com>.

The welcome page for the BMS web site leads to lots of 
 information about the club.

AFMS Code of Ethics 

 •I will respect both private and public property 
and will do no collecting on privately owned land 
without the owner’s permission. 
 •I will keep informed on all laws, regulations of 
rules governing collecting on public lands and will 
observe them. 
 •I will to the best of my ability, ascertain the 
boundary lines of property on which I plan to collect. 
 •I will use no firearms or blasting material in col-
lecting areas. 
 •I will cause no willful damage to property of any 
kind - fences, signs, buildings. 
 •I will leave all gates as found. 
 •I will build fires in designated or safe places only 
and will be certain they are completely extinguished 
before leaving the area. 
 •I will discard no burning material - matches, cig-
arettes, etc. 
 •I will fill all excavation holes which may be dan-
gerous to livestock. 
 •I will not contaminate wells, creeks or other wa-
ter supply. 
 • I will cause no willful damage to collecting mate-
rial and will take home only what I can reasonably use.
 • I will practice conservation and undertake to utilize 
fully and well the materials I have collected and will re-
cycle my surplus for the pleasure and benefit of others. 
 • I will support the rockhound project H.E.L.P. 
(Help Eliminate Litter Please) and Will leave all col-
lecting areas devoid of litter, regardless of how found. 
 • I will cooperate with field trip leaders and those 
in designated authority in all collecting areas. 
 •I will report to my club or Federation officers, 
Bureau of Land management or other authorities, 
any deposit of petrified wood or other materials on 
public lands which should be protected for the en-
joyment of future generations for public educational 
and scientific purposes. 
 • I will appreciate and protect our heritage of nat-
ural resources. 
 • I will observe the “Golden Rule”, will use “Good 
Outdoor Manners” and will at all times conduct my-
self in a manner which will add to the stature and 
Public “image” of rockhounds everywhere. 



The Conglomerate
 Mike Seeds, Editor
 2412 Lime Spring Way 
 Lancaster, PA 17603

Upcoming Events
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and listen. But for them, the nugget is what thrills. 
It’s real gold.

 I don’t like gold much. It’s often in the form of 
nuggets that have lost their ancestral crystalline 
beauty. A lump of gold is still a lump. That it is valu-
able does not recommend it to me. Huge hunks and 
sheets of gold shown off at mineral shows seem gau-
dy showoffs – loud mouthed guys in leisure suits. 

 Give me the little crystalline gold bits hovering 
in the blackness of their micro boxes. Their atoms 
dance and shine.

Shoebox Adventures
continued from page 8

September:
 23-24:  Atlantic Coast Gem, Mineral & Jewelry 
Show at Howard Co. Fairgrounds.  Discount coupon 
at <gemcuttersguild.com>.
 27:  BMS meeting at Nat. History Soc. of MD.  John 
Vanko talks about crystals in the isometric system.  

October:
 13:  Chesapeake Gem & Mineral Society auction 
at Westchester Community Center.  Info: <chesa-
peakegemandmineral.org>
 13-15:  Desautels Micromount Symposium host-
ed by BMS.  Info and registration 
<baltimoremineralsociety.org>
 20-21:  EFMLS annual convention and show host-
ed by the Bristol Gem & Mineral Society.  Bristol, CT.  
Info: <amfed.org/efmls/ convention.htm>
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